We consider multiclass spectral, discrepancy, degree, and codegree properties of expanding graph sequences. As we are able to prove equivalences and implications between them and the the definition of the generalized quasirandomness of Lovász-Sós (2008), they can be regarded as generalized quasirandom properties akin to the equivalent quasirandom properties of the seminal Chung-GrahamWilson paper (1989) in the one-class scenario. Since these properties are valid for certain deterministic graph sequences, irrespective of stochastic models, the partial implications also justify for low-dimensional embedding of large-scale graphs and for discrepancy minimizing spectral clustering.
Introduction
Our motivation comes from the multivariate statistical analysis. The basic idea of factor analysis (static or dynamic) is to make low-dimensional embedding of high-dimensional data. For this purpose, the so-called k-factor model is investigated, where k is the hidden rank of the covariance structure and it is much less than the number n of the variables. The so-called factor scores also give rise to partition the variables into k clusters. In the fundamental models, k is fixed, whereas n → ∞ together with the sample size N in the static or the time T in the dynamic case. If our data form a graph, then n is the number of vertices, N is the number of edges, and the usual condition that n and N tend to infinity in a prescribed way (N is superlinear in n) implies that our graph is dense enough. Given a real-life graph on n vertices, that is an instance of an expanding sequence, with the help of graph based matrices, our purpose is to make inference on the number k of the hidden clusters of vertices and to find the clusters themselves.
Graph based matrices together with eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been intensively studied since the 1970s. Hoffman [26] and Fiedler [24] used the eigenvector, corresponding to the smallest positive Laplacian eigenvalue of a connected graph, to find a bipartition of the vertices which approximates the minimum cut problem. From the two-clustering point of view (k = 2), this eigenvector becomes important when the corresponding eigenvalue is not separated from the trivial zero eigenvalue, but it is separated from the other positive Laplacian eigenvalues. On the contrary, when there is a large spectral gap between the trivial zero and the smallest positive Laplacian eigenvalue (or equivalently, between the trivial 1 and the second largest positive eigenvalue of the transition probability matrix in the random walk view), there is no use of partitioning the vertices, the whole graph forms a highly connected cluster. This k = 1 case has frequently been studied since Cheeger [18] , establishing a lot of equivalent or near equivalent advisable features of these graphs. There are many results about the relation between this gap and different kinds of expansion constants of the graph (see e.g., [28, 31] ), including random walk view of [5, 22, 34] . The vertex subsets of such graphs have a large boundary compared to their volumes characterized by the isoperimetric number, see Mohar [35] . They also show quasirandom properties discussed in Thomason [44, 45] , Bollobás [14] , and Chung, Graham, Wilson [19, 20] . For these favorable characteristics, they are indispensable in communication networks.
However, less attention has been paid to graphs with a small spectral gap, when several cases can occur: among others, the graph can be a bipartite expander of Alon [2] or its vertices can be divided into two sparsely connected clusters, but the clusters themselves can be good expanders (see [30] and [38] ). In case of several clusters of vertices the situation is even more complicated. The pairwise relations between the clusters and the within-cluster relations of the vertices of the same cluster show a great variety. Depending on the number and sign of the so-called structural eigenvalues of the normalized modularity matrix, to be defined in Section 2, we can make inferences on the number of the underlying clusters and the type of connection between them. Furthermore, based on spectral and singular value decompositions, low dimensional embedding of the vertices is performed, and classical and modern techniques of the multivariate statistical analysis are used to find the clusters. The notion of the multiway discrepancy, introduced in [12] , also plays a crucial role in identifying the clusters, and it is related to the spectral properties of the graph.
In the worst case scenario, when there are no k structural eigenvalues with a moderate k, the Szemerédi regularity lemma guarantees the existence of a universal k (independent of n, it only depends on the discrepancy bound to be attained) such that the vertices can be classified into k (equitable, and a 'small' exceptional) parts such that the between-cluster discrepancies are less than the error bound. This theorem has overwhelming theoretical importance, and also spectral versions, see Szegedy [42] , whereas our purpose is to give equivalent conditions for the existence of a k-cluster structure with a moderate k. For this purpose, in Section 3 we consider k-class (generalized) random and quasirandom graphs, introduced in [32] , and in Section 3 we establish equivalent properties (including discrepancies and spectra) of them. Namely, in Theorems 1 and 2 we state implications and equivalences between them. The theorems intensively use notation and facts of already proved theorems that are discussed in Section 2. For this long preparation, we are able to precisely formulate the main theorems only in Section 3, and prove them in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we draw consequences of our statements, as for discrepancy based spectral clustering.
Preliminaries
First we recall the main result of the Chung-Graham-Wilson [19] paper about quasirandom properties that apply to the one-class quasirandomness, when the graph sequence imitates the properties of the Erdős-Rényi random graph with edge-density p = 1 2 . The authors also anticipate that instead of 1 2 , any fixed 0 < p < 1 can be considered. Hereby, we enlist only those properties that will be used later for our purposes, and together with the original formulation (with p = 1 2 ) we give the analogous form with a general p, while we use the notation of the original [19] paper.
Let (G n ) be a sequence of graphs as n → ∞. The vertex-set of the general term G n is V n , and |V n | = n; whereas, the number of edges of G n is e(G n ). Consider the following properties.
, where N * Gn (M (s)) denotes the number of labelled induced subgraphs of G n , isomorphic to M (s). With a general p it reads:
where e(M (s)) is the number of edges in M (s).
•
t , where C t is the cycle with t edges and N Gn (C t ) is the number of its occurrences as a (not necessarily induced) subgraph of G n , i.e., the number hom(C t , G n ) of the C t → G n homomorphisms. (Note that a relation between N and N * is given in [19] .) With a general p it reads:
, where λ 1 and λ 2 are the largest and the second largest (in absolute value) eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of G n . (Because of the Frobenius theorem, λ 1 is always positive.) With a general p it reads:
(1)
, where e(S) is the number of edges in the subgraph of G n induced by S. With a general p it reads:
where e(X, X) = 2e(X), and the notation e(X, Y ) will be used later for the number of cut-edges between vertex-subsets X and Y (counting the possible edges in X ∩ Y twice).
• P 7 :
. With a general p it reads:
where N 2 (u, v) is the number of common neighbors of u, v in G n .
The main theorem of [19] states that for s ≥ 4 and t ≥ 4 even,
The authors of [19] called a graph quasirandom if it satisfies any, and therefore all, of the above (and some other, here not used) properties.
In the k-class scenario, generalized quasirandom graphs imitate the properties of the generalized random ones. The definition of a generalized random graph sequence is as follows (see, e.g., [1, 32, 41] ) .
Definition 1
We are given a model graph H on k vertices with vertex-weights r 1 , . . . , r k (r i > 0, k i=1 r i = 1) and edge-weights p ij = p ji , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k (entries of the k × k symmetric probability matrix P, where 0 ≤ p ij ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k, and the diagonal entries correspond to loops at every vertex). G n is the general term of a generalized random graph sequence on the model graph H if
• it has n vertices;
• to each vertex v a cluster membership c v ∈ {1, . . . , k} is assigned according to the probability distribution r 1 , . . . , r k ;
• given the memberships, each pair v = u of vertices is connected with probability p cvcu ;
• further, all these decisions are made independently.
Note that in Definition 1, when (U 1 , . . . , U k ) denotes the membership based clustering of the vertices (they also depend on n, however we will not denote this dependence, unless necessary), the following strong balancing condition on the growth of the cluster sizes can be established: with the notation n i = |U i |,
. . , k). Lovász and Sós [32] gave the following definition of a generalized quasirandom graph sequence.
Definition 2 Given a model graph H on k vertices with vertex-weights r 1 , . . . , r k and edge-weights
terms of the convergence of homomorphism densities, and W H is the step-function graphon assigned to H).
The above graph-converge means that for every fixed simple graph F , the number of copies of F in G n is asymptotically the same as the number of copies of F in a generalized random graph on n vertices and the same model graph H. More precisely, by [16] , we say that G n → W H if for any simple graph F ,
If |V (F )| = s, then we also have an integral formula for the homomorphism density of the simple graph F in the graphon W H :
Note that the G n → W H convergence is also equivalent to the following: the cut-distance between the graphons W Gn and W H tends to 0 as n → ∞. As Definition 2 lays the foundation of the generalized quasirandomness, we want to establish equivalent properties resembling those of the Chung-GrahamWilson paper. Actually, Definition 2 complies with the above P 1 (s) property, since isomorphism densities can be related to homomorphism ones.
We also introduce some notation and former theorems (called facts) that are needed in our main theorems. Let G = (V, A) be an undirected, edgeweighted graph on the n-element vertex-set V with the n×n symmetric weighted adjacency matrix A; the entries satisfy a ij = a ji ≥ 0, a ii = 0 and they are similarities between the vertex-pairs. If we have a simple graph G, then A is the usual 0-1 adjacency matrix.
The modularity matrix of G is defined as M = A − dd T (see [37] ), where the entries of d are the generalized vertex-degrees d i = n j=1 a ij (i = 1, . . . , n), and A is normalized in such a way that n i=1 n j=1 a ij = 1; this assumption does not hurt the generality, since neither the forthcoming normalized modularity matrix nor the multiway discrepancies to be defined are affected by the scaling of the entries of A. The normalized modularity matrix of G (see [8] ) is
where
is the diagonal degree-matrix, A D is the normalized adjacency matrix, and the vector
T has unit norm. We will assume that G is connected, i.e., A is irreducible, in which case, the generalized vertex-degrees are all positive. For the relation between the normalized modularity and Laplacian matrices, see [10] .
Let 1 < k < n be a fixed integer. In the modularity based spectral clustering, we look for the proper k-partition U 1 , . . . , U k of the vertices such that the within-and between cluster discrepancies are minimized. We refer to U i 's as clusters. To motivate the introduction of the exact discrepancy measure observe that the ij entry of M is a ij − d i d j , which is the difference between the actual connection of the vertices i, j and the connection that is expected under independent attachment of them with probabilities d i and d j , respectively. Consequently, the difference between the actual and the expected connectedness of the subsets X, Y ⊂ V is i∈X j∈Y
where a(X, Y ) = i∈X j∈Y a ij is the weighted cut between X and Y , and Vol(X) = i∈X d i is the volume of the vertex-subset X. When A is the 0-1 adjacency matrix, a(X, Y ) = e(X, Y ) is the number of cut-edges between X and
Vol(X)Vol(Y ) be the volume-density between X and Y . With these, the following definition is given.
Definition 3 (Definition 6 of [12] ) The multiway discrepancy of the undirected, edge-weighted graph G = (V, A) in the proper k-partition (clustering) U 1 , . . . , U k of its vertices is
The minimum k-way discrepancy of G is
where P k denotes the set of proper k-partitions of V .
Observe that md(X, Y ; U i , U j ) is unaffected under scaling the edge-weights. Also note that md(G; U 1 , . . . , U k ) is the smallest α such that for every U i , U j pair and
holds. It resembles the notion of volume-regular cluster pairs of [4] or the ǫ-regular pairs in the Szemerédi regularity lemma [43] , albeit with given number of vertex-clusters, which are usually not equitable; further, with volumes, instead of cardinalities. The forthcoming Facts 1 and 2 justify for the following spectral relaxation of the minimum k-way discrepancy problem. Let the eigenvalues of M D , enumerated in decreasing absolute values, be The weighted k-variance of these representatives is defined as
v∈Ui d v r v is the weighted center of the cluster U i . It is the weighted k-means algorithm that provides this minimum. We will also need the plain k-variance of the representatives r 1 , . . . , r n ∈ R k that are row-vectors of the matrix, the columns of which are the unit-norm, pairwise orthogonal eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest (in absolute value) eigenvalues of A. This k-variance is
where c i = 1 |Ui| v∈Ui r v is the center of the cluster U i . It is the usual k-means algorithm that finds this minimum. By an easy analysis of variance argument it follows that the optimum S k is just the minimum distance between the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest (in absolute value) eigenvalues of A and the one of the step-vectors over the k-partitions of V . Similar holds forS k with the transformed eigenvectors.
Note that finding a global minimizer for the k-means problem is NP-complete. However, there are efficient polynomial time algorithms for finding an approximate solution whose value is within a constant fraction of the optimal value, under certain conditions. In particular, Theorem 4.6 of [39] states that if the data satisfy the k-clusterable criterion (S 2 k ≤ ǫ 2 S 2 k−1 with a small enough ǫ), then there is a PTAS (polynomial time approximation scheme) for the k-means problem. Our conditions for the k-variances in Theorems 1 and 2 do comply with this requirement.
The spectral relaxation means that we can approximately find discrepancy minimizing clustering via applying the unweighted or weighted k-means algorithm to the k-or (k − 1)-dimensional vertex representatives. This is supported by the following facts.
Fact 1 (Theorem 7 of [12] ) Let G = (V, A) be an edge-weighted, undirected graph, A is irreducible. Then for any integer 1 ≤ k < rank(A),
holds, provided 0 < md k (G) < 1, where µ k is the k-th largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) of the normalized modularity matrix M D of G.
The above Fact 1 is a certain converse of the multiclass expander mixing lemma. In the forward direction, in the k = 1 case, the following result is considered as the extension of the expander mixing lemma to irregular graphs:
where M D is the spectral norm of the normalized modularity matrix of G. This result was proved in [20] , where md 1 (G) is denoted by disc(G). When k ≥ 1, we are able to prove the following generalization of the expander mixing lemma.
Fact 2 (Theorem 3 of [13] ) Let G n be the general term of a connected simple graph sequence, G n has n vertices. (We do not denote the dependence of the vertex-set V and adjacency matrix A of G n on n). Assume that there are constants 0 < c < C < 1 such that except o(n) vertices, the degrees satisfy cn ≤ d v ≤ Cn, v = 1, . . . , n. Let the eigenvalues of the normalized modularity matrix M D of G n , enumerated in decreasing absolute values, be
, and so, we get back the original expander mixing lemma up to a constant. In the k = 2 bipartite, biregular case we get the statement of [23] , see [12] for further explanation. Consequently, a 'small' |µ k | andS k is an indication of k clusters with 'small' within-and between-cluster discrepancies; further, a partition, close to the optimum, can be obtained by spectral tools. Also observe that the degree-condition of Fact 2 means that our graph is dense enough.
Generalized random and quasirandom properties with equivalence theorems
Now some properties of a generalized random graph sequence are stated so that to get ideas how to formulate generalized quasirandom properties.
Proposition 1 Let (G n ) be a generalized random graph sequence on the model graph H; G n has n vertices with vertex-classes U 1 , . . . , U k of sizes n 1 , . . . n k (they also depend on n). Let H, and so k be kept fixed, i.e., the k×k probability matrix P of rank k and the 'blow-up' ratios r 1 , . . . , r k are fixed, while n → ∞ under the strong balancing condition. Then the following properties hold almost surely for the convergence of the graph sequence (G n ), for the adjacency matrix A n = (a (n) ij ), the normalized modularity matrix M D,n , the multiway discrepancies, and the within-and between-cluster codegrees of G n . 0. G n → W H as n → ∞.
1.
A n has exactly k so-called structural eigenvalues that are Θ(n), while the remaining eigenvalues are O( √ n) (in absolute value). Further, the k- (4)) of the k-dimensional vertex representatives, based on the eigenvectors corresponding to the structural eigenvalues of A n , is O(
2. There exists a positive constant 0 < δ < 1 independent of n (it only depends on k) such that M D,n has exactly k − 1 structural eigenvalues of absolute value greater than δ, while all the other eigenvalues are O(n −τ ) for every 0 < τ < 3. There is a constant 0 < θ < 1 (independent of n) such that md 1 (G n ) > θ, . . . , md k−1 (G n ) > θ, and the k-way discrepancy md(G n ;
where N 1 (u; U j ) denotes the number of neighbors of u in U j .
For every
where N 2 (u, v; U j ) denotes the number of common neighbors of u, v in U j .
By Property 0, a generalized random graph sequence is also generalized quasirandom, though it converges more quickly. Property 0 was proved in [9] , while Property 1 in [6] , and Property 2 in [7] in a more general framework of the SVD of rectangular arrays of nonnegative entries, they are summarized in [10] . The basic idea of the proofs is that the adjacency matrix A n of G n can be decomposed as a deterministic block-matrix B n (blown-up of P with sizes n 1 , . . . , n k ) plus a so-called Wigner-noise W n , see [6] . The Wigner-noise has spectral norm O( √ n) almost surely, while the blown-up matrix has as many non-zero eigenvalues of order n as the rank of P (in our case, k) with eigenvectors that are stepwise constant over U 1 , . . . , U k . Note that to prove Properties 1 and 2, even the following weak balancing condition suffices: n → ∞ in such a way that Property 4 is easy to prove by large deviations. The subgraph of G n , induced by U i and denoted by G ii,n , is the general term of an Erdős-Rényi type random graph sequence with edge probability p ii , for every i = 1, . . . , k. The bipartite subgraph of G n , induced by the U i , U j pair and denoted by G ij,n , is the general term of a bipartite random graph sequence with edge probability p ij , for every i, j = 1, . . . , k; i = j pair. Therefore, the subgraphs are almost surely regular, while the bipartite subgraphs are almost surely biregular. Consequently, the vertex-degrees are of order Θ(n), almost surely. Further, the codegrees are as expected: every two vertices in U i have approximately the same number of common neighbors in U j , for every i, j = 1, . . . , k.
Note that the above generalized random graph in another context is discussed as the stochastic block model or planted partition model, see, e.g., [21, 27, 33] , though these papers work with a fixed n and do not consider any condition for the growth of the cluster sizes. Indeed, Definition 1 provides us with a random graph model without the hidden (planted) clusters revealed. For this purpose, there are algorithms available, e.g., in [21, 33] ; however, one wonders whether a large and dense enough real-life graph can be 'close' to a one coming from this model. In the sequel, we will define precisely some properties that are weaker than those of Proposition 1, but can characterize a class of graphs, given k. These will be called generalized quasirandom properties. Note that some other papers, e.g., [1, 15, 36] scale the probability matrix with n, and prove the consistency of the clustering under these conditions. Properties, reminiscent of those of the generalized random graphs, are now formulated for expanding deterministic graph sequences, and we show that there are many equivalences and implications between them, irrespective of stochastic models. Theorem 1 states mainly implications, whereas Theorem 2 states equivalences.
Theorem 1 Let G n be the general term of a sequence of simple graphs with vertex-set V n , adjacency matrix A n = (a (n) ij ), and normalized modularity matrix M D,n . Let k be a fixed positive integer, whereas |V n | = n → ∞. Consider the following properties:
P0. There exists a vertex-and edge-weighted graph H on k vertices with vertexweights r 1 , . . . , r k and edge-weights p ij = p ji ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k, where the k × k symmetric probability matrix P = (p ij ) has rank k, such that G n → W H as n → ∞.
PI.
A n has k structural eigenvalues λ 1,n , . . . , λ k,n such that the normalized eigenvalues converge:
1 n λ i,n → q i as n → ∞ (i = 1, . . . , k) with some non-zero reals q 1 , . . . , q k , and the remaining eigenvalues are o(n).
The k-variance S 2 k,n of the k-dimensional vertex representatives, based on the eigenvectors corresponding to the structural eigenvalues of A n , is o(1). The k-partition (U 1 , . . . , U k ) minimizing this k-variance satisfies the strong balancing condition.
PII. G n has no dominant vertices: there are constants 0 < c < C < 1 such that the vertex-degrees are between cn and Cn, except of possibly o(n) vertices; further, there exists a constant 0 < δ < 1 (independent of n) such that M D,n has k − 1 structural eigenvalues that are greater than δ (in absolute value), while the remaining eigenvalues are o(1).
The weighted k-varianceS 2 k,n of the (k − 1)-dimensional vertex representatives, based on the transformed eigenvectors corresponding to the structural eigenvalues of M D,n , is o(1). The k-partition (U 1 , . . . , U k ) minimizing this k-variance satisfies the strong balancing condition.
PIII. There are vertex-classes U 1 , . . . , U k obeying the strong balancing condition, and there is a constant 0 < θ < 1 (independent of n) such that md 1 (G n ) > θ, . . . , md k−1 (G n ) > θ, and md(G n ; U 1 , . . . , U k ) = o(1).
PIV. There are vertex-classes U 1 , . . . , U k of sizes n 1 , . . . , n k obeying the strong balancing condition, and there is a k × k symmetric probability matrix P = (p ij ) of rank k such that, with them, the following holds:
Then P0 is equivalent to PIV, and they imply PI and PII; further, PII implies PIII. We also consider the following strengthening of property PI:
PI+. A n has k structural eigenvalues λ 1,n , . . . , λ k,n such that the normalized eigenvalues converge:
1 n λ i,n → q i as n → ∞ (i = 1, . . . , k) with some non-zero reals q 1 , . . . , q k , and the remaining eigenvalues are o( √ n).
The k-variance S 2 k,n of the k-dimensional vertex representatives, based on the eigenvectors corresponding to the structural eigenvalues of A n , is o( 1 n ). The k-partition P k,n = (U 1n , . . . , U kn ) of the vertices of G n minimizing this k-variance not only satisfies the strong balancing condition, but we also assume that there is a k × k symmetric probability matrix P = (p ij ) of rank k such that
(I.e., the within-and between-cluster edge densities converge to the entries of P.)
Then PI+ implies P0.
Note that properties P0-PIV are in many ways weaker than those of the generalized random graphs. For example, the generalized quasirandom graphs may converge much more slowly than the generalized random ones that can be decomposed as a deterministic block-matrix plus a Wigner-noise. The Wignernoise has spectral norm O( √ n), therefore converges very quickly. In case of a generalized quasirandom graph, the noise has spectral norm o(n) only. Also, in the generalized random case, the codegree condition holds for any pair of the vertices (of the same cluster toward those of a given own or other cluster), whereas in the general quasirandom case, it only holds on average, see (5) . However, PI+ is even stronger than Property 1 of Theorem 1: it requires o( √ n) magnitude of the non-structural eigenvalues, whereas those of a generalized random graph are of order O( √ n). However, except of o(n) ones, the latter are also of order o( √ n), in view of concentration results on the eigenvalues, see, e.g., [3] . In summary, the above P0 is stronger than PI, but weaker than PI+. In the k = 1 case, property P 3 of the Chung-Graham-Wilson [19] paper is equivalent to P 1 (s) for every s (our P0). But there, above the separation in the spectrum, a lower bound for the edge-density should be satisfied. In the k > 1 scenario, the inter-and intra-cluster edge-densities can be bounded only at the expense of each other, so we have to require the convergence of these edge-densities too.
Theorem 2 Let us define PII+ and PIII+ as PII and PIII of Theorem 1 together with the following additional assumptions, respectively. The k-partition (U 1 , . . . , U k ) emerging in PII and PIII of Theorem 1 not only satisfies the strong balancing condition, but there is a k × k symmetric probability matrix P = (p ij ) of rank k such that
(the same as (6)), and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k and u ∈ U i ,
holds. Then P0 =⇒ PII+ =⇒ PIII+ =⇒ PIV =⇒ P0, so they are all equivalent.
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
Proof of Theorem 1. Proof of P0 =⇒ PIV: we use the results of [19, 32] . By [32] , the vertex set of the generalized quasirandom graph G n (defined by P0) can be partitioned into classes U 1 , . . . , U k in such a way that |Ui| n → r i (i = 1, . . . , k), that gives the strong balancing; the subgraph G ii,n is the general term of a quasirandom graph sequence with edge-density tending to p ii (i = 1, . . . , k), whereas G ij,n is the general term of a bipartite quasirandom graph sequence with edge-density tending to p ij (i = j) as n → ∞. Therefore, for the subgraphs the equivalent statements of [19] of the usual (one-class) quasirandomness are applicable, and similar considerations can be made for the bipartite subgraphs as well, see [14, 29, 45] . We also need two simple lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 1: We drop the index n of the adjacency entries.
where e(U i ) is the number of edges within the subgraph G ii,n of G n , induced by U i . In the first inequality we used the Cauchy-Schwarz, and in the second one, the first part of the equivalent quasirandom property P 3 of [19] , see (1) .
Proof of Lemma 2:
We drop the index n of the adjacency entries.
where recall that e(U i , U j ) is the number of cut-edges between U i and U j , i.e., the number of edges in the bipartite subgraph G ij,n of G n , induced by the U i , U j pair. Here, in the first inequality we used the Cauchy-Schwarz, and in the second one, the equivalent quasirandom property of bipartite quasirandom graphs.
In view of the lemmas, we estimate the square of the left-hand side of (5) by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for every i, j = 1, . . . k, with n 2 i terms:
where to estimate u,v∈Ui N 2 (u, v; U j ) we used Lemma 1 in the i = j, and Lemma 2 in the i = j case; further, utilized that
2 is asymptotically hom(C 4 , G ij,n ), the number of the C 4 → G ij,n homomorphisms, where C 4 is the 4-cycle graph. Indeed, in the i = j case, the equivalent property P 2 (4) of [19] guarantees that hom(C 4 , G ii,n ) ≤ (1 + o(1))p 4 ii n 4 i , the latter is what is expected in an Erdős-Rényi type random graph with edge-density p ii . In the i = j case a similar property (see [32] ) for bipartite quasirandom graphs implies that the C 4 → G ij,n homomorphism density is
2 asymptotically, as by [32] only 4-cycles in the above bipartition have to be considered; these 4-cycles have two vertices from U i and two from U j , and any two of the common neighbors of u, v ∈ U i in U j are possible candidates to close a (labelled) 4-cycle with them.
Proof of PIV =⇒ P0: If the average codegree condition (5) holds for the subgraphs (i = j), then by the P 7 ⇒ P 1 (s) (s = 1, 2, . . . ) implication of the equivalent quasirandom properties of [19] , the subgraphs G ii,n are quasirandom (in terms of the isomorphisms, and so of the homomorphism densities). Likewise, in the i = j case, the bipartite subgraphs G ij,n are bipartite quasirandom. Therefore, G n is built of quasirandom and bipartite quasirandom blocks, so under the strong balancing condition, they together form a generalized quasirandom graph sequence on k classes and model graph H, the vertex-weights of which are r 1 , . . . , r k of the strong balancing condition, and the edge-weights are entries in the condition (5) of the probability matrix P in PIV.
Proof of P0 =⇒ PII: We will use the following results proved in former papers.
Fact 3 (Theorem 8 of [11] ) Let G n = (V n , A n ) be the general term of a convergent sequence of connected edge-weighted graphs whose edge-weights are in [0,1] and the vertex-weights are the generalized degrees. Assume that there are no dominant vertices. Let W denote the limit graphon of the sequence (G n ), and let |µ n,1 | ≥ |µ n,2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |µ n,n | = 0 be the normalized modularity spectrum of G n (the eigenvalues are indexed by their decreasing absolute values). Further, let µ i (P W ) be the i-th largest (in absolute value) eigenvalue of the integral operator P W :
taking conditional expectation with respect to the joint measure W embodied by the normalized limit graphon W , and ξ, ξ ′ are identically distributed random variables with the marginal distribution of their symmetric joint distribution W, whereas L 2 (ξ) denotes the Hilbert space of the measurable functions of ξ with 0 expectation and finite variance. Then for every i ≥ 1,
Fact 4 (Theorem 9 of [11] ) Assume that there are constants 0 < ε < δ ≤ 1 such that the normalized modularity spectrum of the above G n satisfies
With the notation of Fact 3, and assuming that there are no dominant vertices of G n , the subspace spanned by the vectors D −1/2 n u n,1 , . . . ,D −1/2 n u n,k−1 , where u n,1 , . . . , u n,k−1 are orthonormal eigenvectors belonging to the k−1 largest absolute value eigenvalues of the normalized modularity matrix of G n , also converges to the corresponding (k−1)-dimensional subspace of P W . More exactly, if P n,k−1 denotes the projection onto the subspace spanned by the vectors D −1/2 n u n,1 , . . . ,D −1/2 n u n,k−1 , and P k−1 denotes the projection onto the analogous eigensubspace of P W , then P n,k−1 − P k−1 → 0 as n → ∞ (in spectral norm).
So the proof of P0 =⇒ PII is as follows. Since by P0, (G n ) converges to the limit graphon W H , and the eigenvalues µ i (P WH ) of Fact 3 consist of k − 1 non-zero numbers, and the others are zeros, the statement for the convergence of the modularity spectrum follows. As for the weighted k-variances, we use Fact 4, which implies that the subspace spanned by the transformed eigenvectors corresponding to the structural eigenvalues of M D,n converges to the subspace of step-vectors; further, the steps are proportional to r i 's, so the strong balancing also follows. As the weighted k-variance depends continuously on the above subspaces, Fact 4 implies the convergence of the weighted k-variance as well. Note that here P n,k−1
Proof of P0 =⇒ PI: We use Theorem 6.7 of [17] , where the authors prove that if the sequence (W Gn ) of graphons converges to the limit graphon W , then both ends of the spectra of the integral operators, induced by W Gn 's as kernels, converge to the ends of the spectrum of the integral operator induced by W as kernel. We apply this argument to the step-function graphon corresponding to G n (the eigenvalues of the induced integral operator are the normalized eigenvalues of G n ) and for the limit graphon W H of (G n ). The same argument as in P0 =⇒ PII can be applied for the convergence of the spectral subspaces, so by the above considerations, the convergence of the k-variances is also obtained. Since the steps of the emerging step-vectors are proportional to r i 's, the strong balancing condition also holds.
Proof of PII =⇒ PIII: We will use Facts 1 and 2.
Assume that there is a constant 0 < δ < 1 such that M D,n has k − 1 eigenvalues that are greater than δ in absolute value, while the remaining eigenvalues are o(1); further, the squareroot of weighted k-varianceS 2 k,n is also o(1). Using that there are no dominant vertices, we apply Fact 2. According to this, md(G n ; U 1 , . . . , U k ) = o(1). Indirectly, assume that there is no absolute constant 0 < θ < 1 such that md 1 (G n ) > θ, . . . , md k−1 (G n ) > θ. Then there is an 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 with md i (G n ) ≤ ε for any 0 < ε < 1. But Fact 1 estimates |µ n,i | with a (near zero) strictly increasing function of md i (G n ). In view of this, there should be an 0 < ε ′ < 1 so that |µ n,i | ≤ ε ′ , where ε ′ can be any small positive number (depending on ε). This contradicts to the |µ n,i | > δ assumption.
Proof of PI+ =⇒ P0: Under the assumptions of PI+, by Theorem 3.1.17 of [10] we are able to find a blown-up matrix B n of rank k and an error-matrix
the blown-up matrix of the k × k pattern matrix P n , the ij entry p (n) ij of which is the common entry of the U in × U jn block of B n .
Then using the relation between the cut-norm of a graphon and a matrix, further, between the cut-norm and the spectral norm of a matrix, and the transformation of a graph into a step-function graphon, we get that
where E n is the spectral-norm, E n is the matrix cut-norm of E n , and W En denotes the graphon corresponding to the symmetric matrix E n of uniformly bounded entries. (The sides of the unit square are divided into n equidistant intervals, and the step-function over the small squares of the unit square takes on values corresponding to the matrix entries.) Though, these entries can be negative, the theory of bounded graphons applies to W En , too.
Using the Steiner equality, we get that the squared Frobenius norm of A n − B n , restricted to the ij block, is
where the edge-density d(U in , U jn ) of (6) is now viewed as the average of the entries of A n in the U in × U jn block. Then by the inequality between the Frobenius and spectral norms,
Therefore, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k pair:
as |Uin| n → r i when n → ∞ (i = 1, . . . , k). Consequently, p (n) ij ≥ 0, provided there are no constantly zero blocks in A n .
Eventually, we prove the G n → W H convergence by verifying that the cutdistance between the corresponding graphons tends to 0. Using the triangle inequality, we get
were G n /P k,n is the factor graph of G n with respect to the k-partition P k,n = (U 1n , . . . , U kn ). This is an edge-and vertex-weighted graph on k vertices, with vertex-weights |Uin| n and edge-weights d(U in , U jn ), i, j = 1, . . . , k. The first term is W En = o(n −1/2 ). To estimate the second term, we use that B n is the blown-up matrix of P n with respect to the k-partition P k,n , after conveniently permuting its rows (and columns, accordingly). The graphon W Bn is also stepwise constant over the unit square, where the sides are divided into k parts: the interval I j has lengths |Ujn| n (j = 1, . . . , k), and over I i × I j the step-function takes on the value p (n) ij . By its nature, the graphon W Gn/P k,n is stepwise constant with the same subdivision of the unit square, and over I i × I j it takes on the value d(U in , U jn ), i, j = 1, . . . , k. But in view of (9),
and so, G n → H, which finishes the proof.
Summarizing: we proved that PIV ⇐⇒ P0 =⇒ PI, and PI+ =⇒ P0. So PI is weaker and PI+ is stronger than P0. We should find something between PI and PI+ which is equivalent to P0, what is an open question yet. Further, P0 =⇒ PII =⇒ PIII. We are also able to prove the equivalences of Theorem 2 by strengthening PII and PIII.
Proof of Theorem 2. For the proof we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3 Under P0, the following holds for except o(n i ) vertices u ∈ U i , and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k:
The statement of the lemma follows from the P 1 (s) (∀s) ⇒ P ′ 0 implication of the Chung-Graham-Wilson [19] paper (if i = j) and its bipartite analogue (if i = j). In the multiclass scenario, Lemma 3 implies that there are no dominant vertices, i.e., the vertex-degrees are of order Θ(n), except for at most o(n) vertices. Also, except at most o(n) vertices, the clusters are asymptotically regular, and the cluster pairs are asymptotically biregular. Note that this property, even in the k = 1 case, is weaker than the equivalent properties of quasirandomness, in particular, than that for the codegrees.
Proof of P0 =⇒ PII+ =⇒ PIII+: These implications hold in view of the proof of Theorem 1, as the extra conditions follow from P0, automatically. Indeed, P0 implies the convergence of the edge-densities (see [32] , the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2) and that of the within-and between-cluster vertexdegrees (see Lemma 3), though, latter is weaker than the quasirandomness.
Proof of PIII+ =⇒ PIV: We will prove that P 4 , and the analogous statement of [45] holds, whenever PIII+ holds. Here we cite the notion of (p − β)-jumbled and bi-jumbled graphs based on [14, 29, 44, 45] . A graph is (p − β)-jumbled if for any X ⊂ V e(X) − p |X| 2 ≤ β|X| with 0 < p ≤ 1 < β and e(X) denotes the number of edges of the underlying graph with both endpoints in X. In the random graph
which is best possible (see [14] ), and for a quasirandom G n , β = o(n), in view of P 4 of [19] . Likewise, a bipartite graph is
It makes sense for bipartite graphs with the partition of vertices (U 1 , U 2 ), where X ⊂ U 1 and Y ⊂ U 2 . For bipartite quasirandom graphs, β = o(n) again, see [45] . Under the degree-conditions, Vol(X) is approximately n times |X|, so the right hand side constant, analogous to β, will be o(1) in our case, when we use volumes instead of cardinalities. Indeed, if i = j, then we take into consideration that by (8) 
Let (U 1 , . . . , U k ) be the k-partition, guaranteed by PIII+, such that
by PIII+, and we also used (7). Then P 4 of [19] implies P 7 of [19] , that is our PIV. If i = j, then with a similar argument, for
Vol(Ui)Vol(Uj ) (1+o(1)) 2 ( k ℓ=1 p iℓ n ℓ )( as md k (G n ; U 1 , . . . U k ) = o(1). By Theorem 2 of [45] , it implies P0, and so, PIV. Further, by PIII+, md 1 (G n ) > θ, . . . , md k−1 (G n ) > θ, so md i (G n ; U With the above argument it follows that the requirements of P 4 of [19] , see (2) , and those of [45] cannot be met with a multiway discrepancy md i (G n ; U 
Conclusions
In course of proving equivalences between generalized quasirandom properties, we have characterized spectra and spectral subspaces of generalized quasirandom graphs; further, used a version of the expander mixing lemma to the kcluster case and its certain converse. These theorems can give a hint for practitioners about the choice of the number of clusters. The original expander mixing lemma and its converse (for simple, regular graphs) treat the k = 1 case only, whereas the Szemerédi regularity lemma applies to the worst case scenario: even if there is not an underlying cluster structure, we can find cluster pairs with small discrepancy with an enormously large k (which does not depend on the number of vertices, it only depends on the discrepancy to be attained). The lemma also has constructive versions, and relations to spectra, see Szegedy [42] . Here we rather treat the intermediate case, and show that a moderate k suffices if our graph has k structural eigenvalues and a hidden k-cluster structure that can be revealed by spectral clustering tools. Under good clustering we generally understand clusters with small within-and between-cluster discrepancies.
In most of the real-life problems, we want just to find regular partitions that minimize discrepancies both within and between clusters, such that vertices of the same cluster behave similarly towards vertices of the same (own or other) cluster. This new paradigm for structural decomposition (see [40] ) relies on minimizing the within-and between-cluster discrepancies by means of the normalized modularity matrix. Depending on the number and sign of the so-called structural eigenvalues of this matrix, inferences can be made on the number of the underlying clusters and the type of connection between them. Furthermore, even if not all of the the generalized quasirandom properties hold, the PII ⇒ PIII implication of Theorem 2 makes it possible to reveal the structure of the actual data with spectral tools. The problem can as well be generalized to rectangular arrays, e.g., for biclustering genes and conditions of microarrays at the same time, when we want to find clusters of similarly functioning genes that equally (not especially weakly or strongly) influence conditions of the same cluster, see [7] . Sometimes, the graph sequence develops in time (e.g., internet or keyword-document matrices), but still we want to find some fixed number of underlying clusters (like user groups or topics) with spectral clustering.
We remark that if r = rank(P) < k, then there are only r structural eigenvalues of the adjacency and normalized modularity matrices of the graph sequence, but the weighted multiway variance is not necessarily dropping down at r. If especially, there are identical rows in P, and the number of distinct rows is ℓ (r ≤ ℓ ≤ k), then it is md ℓ andS 2 ℓ that drops suddenly compared to md ℓ−1 andS 2 ℓ−1 , respectively. So in practice, when we detect a gap in the spectrum between the (r − 1)th and rth eigenvalues, it is only an indication of k > r clusters. To find the optimal k, the cluster variancesS 
